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Part A 
Year 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

Cell Phone Rent  5920000 13257600 36464800 63776000 84312000  

Int. + Local Call 
Charges  17679200 191760768 1233227088 3911193600 5725364580  

Total Sales 
Revenue  23599200 205018368 1269691888 3974969600 5809676580  

Cellphone Costs  -22200000 -49716000 -136743000 -239160000 -316170000  

(1) 8 
Transmission 
Sites Rent -1800000 -1800000      

(2) Cost (-) and 
resale (+) of 
Offices and 
Buildings  -500000     450000 

(4) Marketing 
Costs  -2359920 -20501836.8 -126969188.8 -397496960 -580967658  

(5) Variable 
Costs  -9439680 -82007347.2 -507876755.2 -1589987840 -2323870632  

(6) Fixed Costs 
1  -4000000 -4000000 -4000000 -4000000 -4000000  

(6) Fixed Costs 
2   -1200000 -5400000 -10500000 -14400000  

(7) Working 
Capital -2359920 -18141916.8 -106467352 -270527771.2 -183470698   

Release of 
working capital      580967658  

(i) Incremental 
Cash Flows -4159920 -34842316.8 -58874168 218175172.8 1550354102 3151235948 450000 

(ii) Discount 
Factors (WACC 
at 12%*(1)) 1 0.893 0.797 0.712 0.636 0.567 0.507 

(iii) Present 
Value -4159920 -31114188.9 -46922711.9 155340723 986025208.9 1786750783 228150 

(iv) NPV 2846148044 £ = 284 million £ 

   
*(1): !"## = Shareholders Funds 0.6 ∗ Shareholder Expected Return 0.16 + [Bank Loan 0.4 ∗ Tax interest 0.06 ] 
       !"## = 0.096 + 0.024 = 12%   
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PART 1  
 
¤  Clean Cleaners Ltd is Reasonably Profitable  

Production Aspects : 
 
¤  Manufacturing well below capacity due to a reduction in sales.             

Has the capacity as of now to fulfill this order but might have to take on more 
staff if sales pick up  

 
 Distribution Aspects :  
 
¤  Staff have not been laid off and could be made to work harder 
 
To provide a quote for the order and a range of appropriate costings, accounting for 

the competitiveness of the market to ensure securing it. 
 



Part 2: Full costing 
-  Full costing is also called Absorption costing 

-  Full costing absorbs all costs associated with manufacturing a 
product. 

-  Takes into account direct and indirect costs. 

-  Direct costs are easily traced to a specific unit 

-  Indirect costs or overheads can not be traced back to a specific 
unit and are absorbed on different basis. 



Full costing : Benefits 
Applying full cost method as our normal costing method is very beneficial: 

¤  We use absorption costing mainly for pricing. This method take into 
account all the cost which makes it easier to allocate a price and determine 
the profit. 

¤  Absorption costing helps us exercise control. For instance having a high 
cost would enable us to reengineer the manufacturing process in way to 
reduce unwanted costs. 

¤  Full costing is used to assess performance of the business. As profit is 
essential to measure a business performance, it can not be generated 
without cost.  

¤  Full cost enables assessing relative efficiency. Compare the costs of 
carrying out activities in different ways. 



Full costing : Disadvantages 
Full costing is not beneficial for costing a one off job in a competitive market 

¤  Because we are already in business producing other cleaning products, our 
fixed costs are being paid off by the revenue we create from our regular 
production. 

¤  Full costing rely on past cost and ignores opportunity costs. 

¤  A special order is an opportunity to make money. To secure the order we 
need to offer the customer a price that would push him to choose us over 
other competitors. Full costing create a more profitable and secure cost 
but a less attractive one. 

¤  For a special order we need to rely on a more short term decision tool that 
does not take into consideration costs that are already covered: Relevant 
costing 



Assumptions from given data :   
•  No Non Manufacturing Overheads (NMO) as employees are made to work hard 
•  Sales to cater to do not pick up within the timeline of the special order   



¤  If workers cannot be made to work harder or if  sales pick up, 
Non Manufacturing Overheads (NMO) need to be accounted 
for, then Full Cost 2 comes into play. 

¤  Also, if  you would like to make a profit, Full Cost 2 shows you 
how much you could make at a 10% rate. 



Relevant costing 

¤  Relevant costs are specific to a management decision.  

¤  This method focuses only on the costs that are affected after 
taking the job.  

¤  Fixed costs are already covered whether or not the job is taken 
which makes them irrelevant in this costing method. 

¤  Variable cost are the most relevant in this costing method as 
they are directly affected by the decision. 



Relevant cost : Benefits 
Special orders usually use relevant information which makes the 
relevant costing method the most appropriate in this case.  

¤  Profit can still be made when a lower price of product is 
adopted. As it was previously said, fixed costs are already 
covered by other more regular production making them sunk 
costs(Pasts costs). 

¤   Lower price of product attract customers and enables us to 
have an advantage in the competitive market. 



Relevant cost : Disadvantages  
Even though relevant cost is highly beneficial for a special order, it 
might not be ideal to adopt as our normal costing method. 
(replacement to full costing) 

¤  Relevant costing is only useful in short term decisions. It is not 
appropriate for long term costing as some of the costs that are 
not relevant for short term can be incremental on long term 
basis. 

¤  It would be more beneficial for long term to use a costing 
method that has a profit margin greater than the total cost and 
not only relevant cost. 



Variable Costs 1: Taking into account only relevant variable costs associated with the special order 
 

Variable Costs 2 : Taking into account additional variable overheads relevant to the special order if the 
assumptions fail 

    



PART 3 : Analysis and Evaluation 



Full Cost 1 



Full Cost 2 



Variable Cost 1 



Variable Cost 2  



Conclusion 

¤  Our Recommendation is that for a job of a short term one off 
nature like the case of the special order it is better to use the 
relevant costing (variable costs 1 & 2 ) methodology to ensure 
securing the job in the competitive market. 

¤  It is better to secure the job with a considerably decent amount 
of profit in this period of low sales volume for us rather than 
risking it with a high costing that covers all our costs. 



    Minutes of meetings. 
 
Both members of the group participated in all meetings and contributed equally to the coursework. 
Tasks have not been allocated. We have decided to work together on both tasks to provide a more in depth 
view and calculation. 
 
Meeting schedule is as follows: 

- 2 hours on the 9th of March (2 days after the release of the coursework) to read through the questions, 
understand the requirements and identify any possible problems. At the end of this meeting, we have 
decided to work on question A individually and get our thoughts to the next meeting scheduled the 
11th of March. 

- 3 hours on the 11th of March: Having worked on the coursework, we both shared our ideas of possible 
solutions for part A. Using excel, we were able to calculate and get our solution for part A.  

- 2 hours on the 13th of March: We went through what we did for part A, found some mistakes and 
started working on B. 

- 17th March: We were keen to finish most of the coursework by this date as a lot other coursework were 
due the following week. We were able to find one costing system for part B but were not able to finish 
the coursework completely. 

- -21st of March: We spent a few hours during this day working on the coursework and were able to 
identify another mistake in A and another costing method for B. 

- 23rd of March: We started working on the presentation and the layout. 
- The coursework was delayed 
- 31st of april: facetime meeting and use of online google docs enabled us to finalize our coursework. 

 
 


